RODRIGO CAETANO
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Working Together | A Practical Roadmap
This roadmap explains the process I use in my consulting engagements,
so you know exactly what to expect in each phase of our colaboration.

REBOOT

REBOOT YOUR GOALS

HOW IT WORKS

Can we work together? How
about defining your professional
and personal goals from a clean
slate? Reboot is designed to
reset your goals and redefine
your focus as a manager
and, most importantly, as a
person.

BLUEPRINT

BLUEPRINT YOUR PROJECTS
With clear goals in mind, let's sit
together and spend a morning
creating an actionable plan to
solve your most pressing issues.
We will revisit all your to-do lists,
outstanding items and project
plans. In Blueprint, we'll do a
strategic review of your project
portfolio to refocus your work on
what really matters.

MENTORING

Schedule a Reboot Session at
rodrigocaetano.com;
Bring all your aspirations, thoughts,
and frustrations to our meeting;
We will work together to uncover your
key goals and what really matters to
you.

KEEP MOMENTUM
Let's sit down regularly for a cup of
coffee, tea or water to discuss the
issues you are experiencing.
During these on-going Mentoring
Sessions, we'll discuss the
challenges you are facing and work
on possible solutions, so you can
become better equipped to do your
job and deliver results.

Let's chat!
I look forward to discussing how
we can work together. Please don't
hesitate to reach out and let me
know how I can help.

HOW IT WORKS
Schedule a Blueprint Session at
rodrigocaetano.com;
Get ready to do a brain dump of all the
activities and projects you are involved;
We will work together to build a
consolidated plan, including key shortterm milestones for your team.
Blueprint sessions take typically one
morning or one afternoon. If required, you
can also have a series of Blueprint
sessions.

HOW IT WORKS
Purchase a standard Mentoring Package
at rodrigocaetano.com and schedule your
first session.
I'll send you a link for the remaining calls.
On each session, we will work together to
solve specific issues on the project your
are leading.
Mentoring sessions can also be offered on
a contractual basis with specific timelines.
Just send me a message to further discuss
your needs.
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